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Comparison game on Borel idealsMihael Hru�s�ak, David Meza-Al�antaraAbstrat. We propose and study a \lassi�ation" of Borel ideals based on anatural in�nite game involving a pair of ideals. The game indues a pre-order vand the orresponding equivalene relation. The pre-order is well founded and\almost linear". We onentrate on F� and F�Æ ideals. In partiular, we showthat all F�-ideals are v-equivalent and form the least equivalene lass. Thereis also a least lass of non-F� Borel ideals, and there are at least two distintlasses of F�Æ non-F� ideals.Keywords: ideals on ountable sets, omparison game, Tukey order, games onintegersClassi�ation: 03E15, 03E05IntrodutionWe propose and study a natural Wadge-like two-player game, alled the om-parison game, assoiated to a pair of ideals. The game introdues a pre-orderv and the orresponding equivalene relation. On Borel ideals, this pre-order iswell-founded and almost-linear (all antihains have size at most 2).We show that all F�-ideals are v-equivalent, and form the least equivalenelass. In order to do this, we prove a ombinatorial haraterization of F�-ideals, identifying F�-ideals as exatly those Borel ideals whih have the P+(tree)-property onsidered by Laamme and Leary [4℄. There is also a \seond least"equivalene lass, the equivalene lass of the ideal I0 de�ned below. We showthat there are at least two distint lasses of F�Æ non-F� ideals, and exatly twodistint lasses of analyti P-ideals.We also study a problem of I. Farah onerning inner struture of F�Æ-ideals,losely related to the omparison game.By an ideal on ! we mean an ideal I on a ountable set X (typially X = ! the�rst in�nite ordinal) whih ontains all �nite subsets of X and does not ontainX .By onsidering I as a subspae of P(X), endowed with the produt topology ofthe Cantor spae 2X through the bijetion A 7! �A, we an alulate the Borelomplexity of I.The researh of the �rst and the seond author was partially supported by PAPIIT grantIN101608 and CONACYT grant 80355.The seond author was supported by CONACYT sholarship 180319 and partially supportedby PAPIIT grant IN108810-1.



192 M. Hru�s�ak, D. Meza-Al�antara1. Comparison Game OrderDe�nition 1.1. Let I and J be ideals on !. The Comparison Game for I and Jdenoted by G(I; J) is de�ned as follows: In step n, Player I hooses an element Inof I and Player II hooses an element Jn of J. Player II wins if Sn In 2 I if andonly if Sn Jn 2 J; otherwise, Player I wins.Comparison game indues an order between ideals on !.De�nition 1.2. Let I and J be ideals on !. We say I v J if Player II has awinning strategy in the omparison game G(I; J). We say that I ' J if I v J andJ v I.Let us note that the relation v is reexive and transitive, but not antisymmet-ri; and the relation ' is an equivalene relation.First, we will prove that the omparison game among Borel ideals is deter-mined. To that end we de�ne the following gameDe�nition 1.3. The game G0(I; J) is de�ned for ideals I and J on ! as follows:In step n Player I hooses a natural number kn and Player II hooses a naturalnumber ln. Player II wins if fkn : n < !g 2 I if and only if fln : n < !g 2 J.Let us note that by de�ning a set ~X = fx 2 !! : rng(x) 2 Xg for a subsetX of P(!), we have that game G0(I; J) is equivalent to the Wadge game W (~I; ~J)(see [3℄).Theorem 1.4. Player I has a winning strategy in G(I; J) if and only if Player Ihas a winning strategy in G0(I; J), and the same for Player II.Proof: First, let us assume that Player I has a winning strategy � on the gameG(I; J), and take a bijetive funtion f from ! onto !�! suh that if f(n) = hk; lithen maxfk; lg � n. A winning strategy for Player I in G0(I; J) an be desribedby playing in parallel the game G(I; J). In step 0, Player I plays the �rst elementk0 of I0, where I0 = �(;). If in the �rst n-many steps the players played asequene hk0; l0; : : : ; kn; lni in the game G0(I; J), and attahed to this sequene,we onsider the orresponding sequene hI0; fl0g; I1; fl1g; : : : ; In; flngi in the gameG(I; J) aording to �, then, by taking kn+1 as the k-th element of Il, wheref(n+ 1) = hk; li, (if it exists, and kn+1 = 0 if not), we have de�ned the winningstrategy for Player I. This is true sine Sn<! In � fkn : n < !g = f0g [ Sn Inand the sequene hI0; fl0g; I1; fl1g; : : : i follows a winning strategy for Player I inG(I; J), that is fkn : n < !g 2 I if and only if fln : n < !g =2 J.On the other hand, let us assume that Player I has a winning strategy � inG0(I; J). In step 0, Player I plays fk0g, where k0 = �(;), and in step n+1 Player Iplays fkn+1g where kn+1 is the answer given by Player I in G0(I; J) following �when Player II has played the l-th element ln+1 of Jk where f(n + 1) = hk; li,if Jk has at least l elements, and 0 if not. Then, Snfkng 2 I if and only iffkn : n < !g 2 I if and only if Sn Jn = f0g [ fln : n < !g =2 J.Analogously it an be proved that Player II has a winning strategy in G(I; J)if and only if Player II has a winning strategy in G0(I; J). �



Comparison game on Borel ideals 193By the previous theorem we an onlude that I v J if and only if ~I �W ~J.As the Wadge order is well founded (Theorem 21.15 in [3℄), so is the omparisongame order, whih is also \almost linear".Lemma 1.5. If I, J and K are Borel ideals, I 6v J and J 6v K then K v I.Proof: The hypothesis means that Player I has a winning strategy in gamesG(I; J) and G(J;K). Then Player II is going to follow those strategies. First, inboth games G(I; J) and G(J;K), Player I follows her own strategies, produing I0and J0. Given the �rst hoie K0 of Player I in G(K; I), let us onsider K0 asthe answer of Player II in G(J;K), and then let J1 be the answer of Player I inthe same game, given by her winning strategy. Let us onsider J1 as the answerof Player II in G(I; J) and let I1 be the answer of Player I given by her winningstrategy and then I1 will be the answer of Player II in G(K; I). Let us supposethat in step n, Player I hooses a set Kn. That set an be onsidered as theanswer of Player II in G(J;K) for the sequene hJ0;K0; J1; : : : ; Jni, and then thewinning strategy for Player I in this game makes her hoose a set Jn+1. Suhset Jn+1 an be onsidered as the answer of Player II in G(I; J) for the sequenehI0; J1; I1; : : : ; Ini and then the winning strategy for Player I makes her hoosea set In+1. Suh set will be what Player II plays in G(K; I) in step n. Hene,sine the sequenes hJ0;K0; J1;K1; : : : i and hI0; J1; I1; J2; : : : i follow the winningstrategies for Player I in G(J;K) and G(I; J) respetively, we have that Sn Jn 2 Jif and only if SnKn =2 K, and Sn�1 Jn 2 J if and only if Sn In =2 I and then weare done. �An immediate onsequene of the previous lemma is that if we have two in-omparable ideals then every other ideal has the same order relation with bothideals of the inomparable pair.Corollary 1.6. Let I and J be two v-inomparable ideals. Then, for any ideal Kon ! whih is not v-equivalent to I nor J, (K v I i� K v J) or (I v K i� J v K).�The next lemma shows that the order v \almost" respets Borel omplexities.Proposition 1.7. If I and J are Borel ideals, I v J and I is �� then J is ��+1. �Proof: It suÆes to show that if I is a �0� (respetively �0�) ideal then ~I isa �0�+1 (resp. �0�+1) set. De�ne a funtion rngn : !! ! P(!) by rngn(x) =fx(k) : k < ng for all x 2 !!. Note that rngn is a ontinuous funtion andrng(x) = limn!1 rngn(x) for all x 2 !!. Hene, preimages of lopen sets underrng are �02 sets, and indutively we an get the result. �Another onsequene is that omparison game order is at least as long as theBorel hierarhy.Corollary 1.8. � The game G(I; J) is determined for every pair I; J of Borelideals.� The order v is well-founded.



194 M. Hru�s�ak, D. Meza-Al�antara� The equivalene lasses of ' are unions of \intervals" of Wadge degreesof ideals.� There are unountably many '-lasses.Question 1.9. Is the order v linear (a well order)? Are there two Borel idealswhih are v-equivalent, but one is �� while the other is not?2. F�-ideals in the omparison game orderThe ideal Fin is below all ideals in the v-order. We will show that the equiv-alene lass of Fin onsists exatly of F�-ideals. In the proess we give a ombi-natorial haraterization of F�-ideals as exatly those Borel ideals whih satisfythe P+(tree)-property.Proposition 2.1. Let J be an ideal on !. Then Fin v J.Proof: A winning strategy for Player II in G(Fin; J) is the following. Player IIanswers the initial interval Jn = [0;max(Si�n Ii)℄, given that Ii, (i � n) are the�nite sets played by Player I until step n. Then, Sn In 2 Fin implies Sn Jn isa �nite set and then an element of J. On the other hand, if Sn In =2 Fin thenSn Jn = ! 2 J+. �Remark 2.2. If I is an ideal on ! then I v Fin if and only if Player II has awinning strategy in the game G00(I) de�ned as follows: In step n, Player I hoosesan element In of I and Player II hooses a natural number kn. Player II wins ifSn In 2 I if and only if the sequene fkn : n < !g is bounded.To see this, note that if Player II has a winning strategy in G(I;Fin) then instep n, Player II of G00(I) plays kn = maxJn, where Jn is the �nite set playedby Player II following a �xed winning strategy for her in G(I;Fin), keeping thesame play by Player I. On the other hand, the winning strategy for Player II inG(I;Fin) onsists in to play fkng in step n, where kn is the answer given in step nfor a �xed winning strategy for Player II in G00(I).Dealing with F� ideals, the following theorem is useful. A lower semiontinuoussubmeasure for ! (lssm) is a funtion ' : P(!)! [0;1℄ suh that (1) '(;) = 0,(2) '(A) � '(B) if A � B, (3) '(A [ B) � '(A) + '(B) and (4) '(A) =limn!1 '(A \ [0; n℄). If ' is a lssm then Fin(') = fA � ! : '(A) < 1g is anF�-ideal, and moreover:Theorem 2.3 (Mazur [5℄). For eah F�-ideal I there is a lssm ' suh thatI = Fin(').Using Mazur's theorem we an prove that all F�-ideals are equivalent.Lemma 2.4. If I is an F�-ideal then I v Fin.Proof: Let ' be a lssm suh that I = Fin('). Let us play the game G00(I). Instep n Player II plays kn, the minimal k 2 ! suh that '(Sj�n Ij) < k. Then'(Sn In) <1 if and only if fkn : n < !g is bounded. �



Comparison game on Borel ideals 195The de�nition of a P+(tree)-ideal is taken from [4℄.De�nition 2.5 (Laamme and Leary [4℄). Let X be a set of in�nite subsets of !.A tree T � ([!℄<!)<! is an X -tree of �nite sets if for eah s 2 T there is anXs 2 X suh that saa 2 T for eah a 2 [Xs℄<!.An ideal I on ! is a P+(tree)-ideal if every I+-tree of �nite sets has a branh whoseunion is in I+.Laamme and Leary proved that an ideal I is not P+(tree) if and only if Player Ihas a winning strategy in the following game H(I): In step n, Player I hoosesan I-positive set Xn and Player II hooses a �nite set Fn � Xn. Player II wins ifSn<! Fn 2 I+.In fat, this game haraterizes F�-ideals, as the following theorem shows:Theorem 2.6. Let I be a Borel ideal. Then I is a P+(tree)-ideal if and only if Iis an F�-ideal.Proof: The theorem follows immediately from the following laim and Boreldeterminay.Claim 2.7. Let I be a Borel ideal. Then, Player II has a winning strategy inH(I) if and only if I is an F�-ideal.Proof: If I is an F� ideal then there is a lssm ' suh that I = Fin('). Instep n, II plays a �nite subset Fn of Xn with '(Fn) � n. That is possible sine'(Xn) =1.On the other hand, we will prove that Player I has a winning strategy in H(I)if I is not an F� ideal. Reall the following result (Theorem 21.22 in [3℄).Theorem 2.8 (Kehris-Louveau-Woodin). Let X be a Polish spae, let A � Xbe analyti, and let B � X be arbitrary with A \B = ;. Then either there is anF� set K � X separating A from B or there is a perfet set C � A[B suh thatC \ B is ountable dense in C. �By 2.8, there is a perfet set C � P(!) suh that C \ I+ is ountable densein C. In the Banah-Mazur game played inside C (denoted by G0)1 in C \ I+,Player I has a winning strategy, sine I is omeager in C. Now, we will provethat if Player I has a winning strategy in G0(C \ I+) then Player I has a winningstrategy in H(I). Let � be a winning strategy for Player I in G0(C\ I+). In step 0,let �(;) = X0 2 V0 = �(;) be an I-positive set. Suh set exists sine V0 is an opennon-empty subset of C and I+ \ C is dense in C. Let us assume that we havede�ned our strategy � until step n together with a sequene of �-legal positions.We will de�ne it for step n+1. Given an answer F � Xn of Player II for a � -legalsequene hX0; F0; : : : ; Xn�1; Fn�1; Xni, � onsiders F as the lopen set U of all1Banah-Mazur game G0(C\I+) is de�ned as follows: In step 0, Player I hooses a nonemptyopen set V0 and Player II hooses a nonempty open subset U0 of V0. In step n+1, Player I hoosesa nonempty open set Vn+1 � Un and Player II hooses a nonempty open set Un+1 � Vn+1.Player II wins if Tn<! Un = Tn<! Vn � I+.



196 M. Hru�s�ak, D. Meza-Al�antarasubsets A of ! suh that A\(max(F )+1) = F , and if hV0; U0; : : : ; Vn�1; Un�1; Vniis the �-legal position assoiated to hX0; F0; : : : ; Xn�1; Fn�1; Xni, then U = Un,Vn+1 = �(hV0; U0; : : : ; Vn�1; Un�1; Vn; Uni) and let (by density of I+ in C)�(hX0; F0; : : : ; Xn�1; Fn�1; Xn; F i) = Xn+1 2 Vnbe an I-positive set. Finally, note that � is a winning strategy for I , sine forevery � -legal run of H(I) hX0; F0; X1; F1; : : : i, Sn<! Fn � Tn<! Un 2 I. �Returning to the omparison game with the ideal Fin as Player II we have thefollowing result.Lemma 2.9. If I is not a P+(tree)-ideal then Player I has a winning strategyin G00(I).Proof: Let T be an I+-tree of �nite sets with all branhes in I. In her �rstfew steps, Player I plays in the inreasing order the elements of S suT (;) untilPlayer II inreases her answer. If in step n, Player II hooses a number bigger thanall of her previous plays then Player I ollets the (�nite) set F0 of answers givenby her until the urrent step and then she begins taking elements of suT (F0) inthe inreasing order until the Player II inreases her hoie. Hene, if eventuallyPlayer II does not inrease her piks then Player I will hoose every element ofsuT (t) for some t 2 T and then he will ollet an I-positive set. In the otherase Player II will ollet a set whih follows a branh of T and then its unionwill be in I. �Theorem 2.10. For any Borel ideal I, I ' Fin if and only if I is F� .Proof: It follows from two fats: If I is a Borel ideal then G00(I) is determined,and by Theorem 2.6, J is a P+(tree)-ideal if and only if J is an F�-ideal, for allBorel ideal J. �3. F�Æ-ideals in the Comparison Game OrderWe now de�ne an ideal I0 whih is the minimal ideal I suh that there is anI+-tree of �nite sets whih does not have an I-positive branh, i.e. whih is not aP+(tree)-ideal. Let us denote Af = ff � n : n < !g for a given f 2 2!.De�nition 3.1. The ideal I0 is the ideal on 2<! generated by the family of setsAf where f 2 2! is not eventually zero.Theorem 3.2. If I is a Borel ideal whih is not F� then I0 v I.Proof: By the Kehris-Louveau-Woodin theorem 2.8 there is a Cantor set C �P(!) suh that D = C n I is ountable dense in C. Let T � 2<! be a perfettree suh that [T ℄ = C. Sine D is a ountable dense subset of 2!, there is ahomeomorphism ' : 2! ! C suh that if F = ff 2 2! : (81n)f(n) = 0g then'00F = D. Suh ' indues an embedding2 � : 2<! ! [!℄<! whih is monotone2The embedding � is de�ned so that for eah s 2 2<!, the �nite set �(s) determines thelopen subset '00hsi of C.



Comparison game on Borel ideals 197(i.e. s � t implies �(s) � �(t)) and suh that Sn �(f � n) 2 I if and only if f isnot eventually zero.Now we desribe a winning strategy for Player II in G(I0; I). In step n, ifPlayer I plays In 2 I0 then Player II plays Jn = [0; kn℄ [Sf�(s) : (9k � n)(9t 2Ik)(s � t)g, where kn is the maximal ardinality of an antihain in Sk�n Ik.We argue why this is a winning strategy for Player II. If I = Sn In 2 I0 thenthere are m < ! and f0; : : : ; fm 2 2! n F suh that I � Sj�mAfj . Then m is anupper bound for kn and Sf�(s) : (9k < !)(9t 2 Ik)(s � t)g � Sj�mSn �(fj �n) 2 I, and then Sn Jn 2 I. On the other hand, if I =2 I0 then either hkn : n < !iis unbounded, and then J = Sn Jn =2 I, or there is an eventually zero funtion fsuh that f � n 2 I for in�nitely many n < !, and in that ase,[n f�(s) : (9t 2 In)s � tg �[n f�(f � n) : n < !g =2 I: �The ideal I0 is F�Æ . Consider another F�Æ-ideal.; �Fin = fA � ! � ! : (8n)(9m)(8k)((n; k) 2 A! k � m)g:Theorem 3.3. ; �Fin 6v I0:Proof: For every 1 � n < ! we de�ne a game Gn as follows. In step k, Player Ipiks a �nite subset Ik of !�! and Player II piks an antihain Jk of ardinalityn in I0, and suh that for all i < k and all t in Ji there is a unique s 2 Jk suh thats � t. Player II wins if Sn In 2 ;�Fin if and only if Sn Jn 2 I0. Indutively, wewill prove that Player I has a winning strategy in game Gn, for all n, having donethat, we will show how this fat implies that Player I has a winning strategy inG(; �Fin; I0).Claim 3.4. Player I has a winning strategy in the game Gn, for all n.Proof of Claim: First we prove that Player I has a winning strategy in thegame G1. In step 0, Player I plays f(0; 0)g. In step k, de�ne N(k) = minfPh(l) :h is a maximal sequene in Jk ^ l 2 dom(h)g, and Player I just plays a doubletonwith the form f(0; N(k)); (nk;mk)g, where n0 = m0 = 0; (1) if Jk ) Jk�1 andthere is m 2 Jk n Jk�1 suh that Jk(m) = 1 then nk = nk�1 and mk = mk�1 +1;and (2) nk = nk�1 + 1 and mk = mk+1 otherwise.We show why is this a winning strategy for Player I. If in some step k, Player IIplays an in�nite set Jk then she will be playing along the branh S Jk and thenPlayer I know that she has won beause she just will �ll the olumn f0g�! if S Jkis not eventually zero, or the raw fkg � ! otherwise. Without loss of generality,let us assume that Player II plays �nite inreasing sets. Then if there is K suhthat Jk = JK for all k � K then Sn Jn 2 I0 but Player I will �ll the olumnfmKg � (! n nK) for K minimal; and if Player II inreases the length of Jk forin�nitely many steps k then, if there is K suh that the inreasing of Jk is just



198 M. Hru�s�ak, D. Meza-Al�antarawith 0's then olumn f0g � N(k) will not inrease and hoies of Player I willfollow a horizontal line; but if Player II inreases the length of Jk and she addsa new 1 in in�nitely many steps then Player I will make the olumn f0g �N(k)inrease to f0g � ! and then Sn In =2 ; �Fin.Indutively assume that Player I has a winning strategy in Gn and let us provethat she has a winning strategy in Gn+1. Fix a partition fXji : j � n ^ i < !g of! n f0g. In step 0, Player I plays ; and then, assume that Player II has playedan antihain Jk of ardinality n + 1 (we an assume this by identifying Jk withits maximal elements. Let us enumerate this antihain as fa0r : r � ng and foreah r � n, we enumerate Jk = fakr : r � ng in suh way that akr � a0r for allr � n. Then, Player I will play simultaneously the game Gn in Xri � ! for somei (depending of k and r), where answers of Player I are given by the winningstrategy for her when Player II plays Jk nakr ; and following this rule: If akr ) ak�1rand Player I is playing in the opy Xri �! then she abandons this opy and beginsplaying Gn in Xri+1 � !; and if not, she still playing in the same Xri � !, i.e.,i(k; r) = i(k � 1; r). In both ases Player I adds the olumn f0g � N(k) (reallN(k) was de�ned two paragraphs above). Now we prove that this is a winningstrategy for Player I.If all the sequenes akr are eventually inreasing then we have two ases:(1) For eah k � n the sequene Sr akr is not eventually-zero. Then, Player Iwill inrease the olumn f0g �N(k) to f0g � !, making Sn Jn =2 ; �Fin.(2) There is k � n suh that Sr akr is an eventually-zero branh. Then, theolumn f0g�N(k) will not inrease and in all the piees of the partition will beplayed the game Gn and sine all inrease, all piees are eventually abandonedand then, Sn Jn 2 ; �Fin.If for some k, the sequene akr does not inrease then Player I will be playingthe game Gn and sine she has a winning strategy in this game, we are done,beause the olumn f0g �N(k) will not inrease. �Let fXr : r < !g be a partition of ! n f0g in in�nite sets. The main idea isbased on the following trik: Player I is going to play the game Gn but in Xn�!instead of ! � !. In step 0, Player I plays ; and in step k > 0, let M(k) bethe maximal ardinality of an antihain in Si<k Ji. If M(k) = M(k � 1) thenPlayer I has to play the game GM(k) in XM(k�1) � ! instead of ! � !, and ifM(k) > M(k� 1), then Player I has to abandon what he has played and begin anew game of GM(k) inside the opy XM(k)�!, and in both ases, Player I has toadd fminXM(k)g �N(k) to the sets de�ned above.If Player II makesM(k) inrease in in�nitely many steps, then Sn Jn =2 I0, butPlayer I will abandon all piees where he played, and then Sn In 2 ; �Fin.If there is K suh that M(k) =M(K) for all k > K then the winning strategyfor Player I in GM(K) makes Player I win in G(; � !; I0). �Now we give a riterion for ideals to be v-below ; �Fin.



Comparison game on Borel ideals 199Proposition 3.5. Let I be an ideal on !. Then I v ;�Fin if and only if Player IIhas a winning strategy in the following game G000(I): In step n, Player I hoosesan element In of I and then Player II hooses an inreasing funtion fn 2 !!.Player II wins if Sn In 2 I if and only if the sequene ffn : n < !g is bounded.Proof: Let us assume that Player II has a winning strategy � inG(I; ;�Fin). Forevery element J 2 ; �Fin, let fJ : ! ! ! given by fJ(n) = minfk > fJ(n� 1) :(8m > k) (n;m) =2 Jg. Then we desribe a winning strategy for Player II inG000(I) as follows: Given I0 2 I, let f0 be the funtion f�(I0). Assume that thelegal position hI0; f0; : : : ; In; fni follows the strategy whih we are de�ning. Thenin parallel we have a legal position hI0; J0; : : : ; In; Jni of G(I; ; � Fin) following�. Then, given In+1, de�ne Jn+1 = �(hI0; J0; : : : ; In; Jn; In+1i) and the funtionfn+1 = fJn+1 . It is easy to hek that this is a winning strategy for Player II inG000(I). On the other hand, for any funtion f 2 !! de�ne Jf = f(n;m) 2 !�! :m � f(n)g. Analogous to �rst part, Player II in G(I; ;�Fin) has plays Jf wheref is the answer given by Player II in G000(I). �Ilijas Farah asked in [2℄ if for every F�Æ-ideal I there is a family of ompathereditary sets fCn : n < !g suh thatI = fA � ! : (8n < !)(9m < !)(A n [0;m) 2 Cn)g:We will say I is a Farah ideal if I ful�ls that property. Note that every Farah idealI is an F�Æ ideal. The following is a simple observation.Proposition 3.6. Let I be an ideal on !. Then, I is Farah if and only if thereis a sequene fFn : n < !g of hereditary F�-sets losed under �nite hanges suhthat I = Tn Fn.Proof: Let hCn : n < !i be a family of ompat hereditary sets suh thatI = fA � ! : (8n)(9k)(A n k 2 Cn)g. For any n, de�ne Fn as the losureof Cn under �nite hanges. It is lear that Fn is hereditary, F� , losed under�nite hanges, and ontains I. If A 2 Fn then there is a �nite set F suh thatA M F 2 Cn and by taking an adequate k > max(F ) we have that A n k 2 Cn.Now, let fFn : n < !g be an inreasing sequene of hereditary F�-sets losedunder �nite hanges suh that I = Tn Fn. Let us write Fn = Sk Enk wherehEnk : k < !i is an inreasing sequene of losed sets. We an assume that eahEnk is a hereditary set, and we an de�ne~Enk = fA n (k + 1) [ fkg : A 2 Enk gand Cn = f;g [ Sk ~Enk . Note that eah Cn is a losed hereditary set, and ifA n k 2 Cn we an assume k 2 A and then A 2 ~Enk � Fn, for all n. Finally,if A is an in�nite set in I (the �nite ase is trivial) then for eah n take k suhthat A n k 2 Enk and k 2 A (this is possible sine the Enk is an inreasing family).Hene A n k 2 Cn. �



200 M. Hru�s�ak, D. Meza-Al�antaraWe denote by nwd the ideal of all nowhere dense subsets of the set of rationalnumbers Q.Example 3.7. The ideal nwd is Farah.Proof: Let fUn : n < !g be a base of the topology of Q, and de�ne Fn = fA �Q : (9m)(Um � Un ^ A \ Um = ;)g. Note that nwd = Tn Fn and eah Fn is F�hereditary and losed under �nite hanges. �We re�ne Proposition 3.6 as follows.Theorem 3.8. Let I be an ideal on !. Then, I is Farah if and only if there is asequene fFn : n < !g of F� sets losed under �nite hanges suh that I = Tn Fn.Proof: Without loss of generality, we an assume that every Fn is meager, be-ause if Fn is non-meager then there is a non-empty lopen set ontained in Fnand by losedness under �nite hanges, Fn = 2!.SuÆieny is a onsequene of Proposition 3.6, and by the same result, it willbe enough to prove that if F is a meager F�-set losed under �nite hanges andontaining I , then there is a hereditary F�-set E suh that I � E � F , sinethe losure of E under �nite hanges would be the hereditary losed under �nitehanges wanted. Let us onsider the game H de�ned so that in step k, Player Ihooses a set Bk =2 F and Player II piks a �nite subset ak of Bk. Player I winsif Sk ak 2 I. Note that H is determined sine I is Borel.Claim 3.9. Player II has a winning strategy in H .Proof of laim: Let fEn : n < !g be an inreasing sequene of losed sets suhthat F = SnEn and for eah n, let Tn be a pruned tree suh that En = [Tn℄.Sine eah En is a nowhere dense set, in step k, if Player I plays Bk then there ismk < ! suh that mk�1 < mk (m�1 = 0) and �Bk � mk =2 Tk. Then, Player IIplays ak = Bk \mk. It is lear that Sk ak =2 F and then Sk ak =2 I. �It is very easy to see thatClaim 3.10. Player II has a winning strategy inH if there is a tree T � ([!℄<!)<!suh that (a) for all A =2 F and all t 2 T there is a 2 suT (t) suh that a � Aand (b) Sn f(n) 2 I+ for all f 2 [T ℄. �Hene, by de�ning Ct = fA � ! : (8a 2 suT (t))(a * A)g, for all t 2 T , wehave immediately that Ct is losed and hereditary and I � St2T Ct. Finally, (a)is equivalent to St2T Ct � F . Hene, St Ct is the hereditary F�-set required. �By Theorem 3.6 it is lear that any Farah ideal satis�es the following.De�nition 3.11. An ideal I is weakly Farah if there is a sequene hFn : n < !iof hereditary F�-sets suh that I = Tn Fn.Without loss of generality, the sequene in the previous de�nition is dereasing,and it is lear that any weakly Farah ideal is F�Æ .Theorem 3.12. If I is a weakly Farah ideal then I v ; �Fin.



Comparison game on Borel ideals 201Proof: Let fFn : n < !g be a family of hereditary F�-sets suh that I = Tn Fn.Without loss of generality, we an assume that for any n, Fn = Sk Enk where(Enk )k is an inreasing sequene of losed hereditary sets. Then, for any A � !A 2 I i� (9fA 2 !!)(8k; n < !)(A =2 Enk $ k < fA(n)):Hene, playing the game G000(I), for any step n, Player II plays fSj<n Ij . So, ifI = Sn<! In 2 I then fI bounds all the fIn funtions; and if I =2 I then there isj suh that I =2 Ejk for all k < ! and then, hfIn(j) : n < !i inreases to in�nity,beause in other ase, there were k suh that In 2 Ejk for all n and I =2 Ejk,ontraditing the losedness of Ejk . �A positive answer to Farah's question would imply that every F�Æ-ideal is v-below ; �Fin.Reall the following haraterization of analyti P-ideals.Theorem 3.13 (Soleki [7℄). If I is an analyti P-ideal then there is a lssm 'suh that I = Exh(') = fA � ! : limn!1 '(A n [n;1)) = 0g.Note that by Soleki's theorem, every analyti P-ideal is a Farah ideal, andthen, if I is an analyti P-ideal then I v ; � Fin. Conerning analyti P-ideals,every one of them is either equivalent with Fin (i.e., is F�) or equivalent with; �Fin, i.e., the lass of P-ideals \skips" the intermediate lass of I0.Theorem 3.14. Let I be an analyti P-ideal. Then either I ' Fin or I ' ;�Fin.Proof: Let ' be a lssm suh that I = Exh('). Consider two ases:Case 1. There is " > 0 suh that for any set X , '(X) < " implies X 2 I. Notethan in suh ase I is an F� ideal, beause C = fA � ! : '(X) � "g is a losedset and I = SnfA � ! : A n n 2 Cg.Case 2. For all " > 0 there is an I-positive set X suh that '(X) < ". We willuse the following result, whih is a known onsequene of Jalali-Naini{Talagrandtheorem (see [1℄).Lemma 3.15 (Disjoint Re�nement Lemma for De�nable Ideals, see [6℄). If Iis a hereditarily meager ideal and fXm : m < !g is a family of I-positive setsthen there is a pairwise disjoint family fYm : m < !g of I-positive sets suh thatYm � Xm for all m < !. �Take a family Ym of I-positive sets suh that '(Ym) � 2�m and by the DisjointRe�nement Lemma for hereditary meagre ideals, there is a disjoint family ofpositive sets fXm : m < !g suh that '(Xm) � 2�m. Let fxmk : k < !gbe an enumeration of Xm. Let us desribe a winning strategy for Player II inG(; � Fin; I). In step n, if Player I plays In, we onsider the funtion fn givenby fn(i) = maxf0g [ fj : (9l � n)((i; j) 2 Il)g and then Player II plays Jn =fxij : j � fn(i)g. Hene, if I = Sn In 2 I then the family hfn : n < !i is boundedby a funtion f , and then J = Sn Jn intersets eah Xn in a �nite set Fn whih



202 M. Hru�s�ak, D. Meza-Al�antarahas submeasure smaller than 2�n and so, J is a '-exhaustive set. On the otherhand, if I =2 ;�Fin then there is m suh that fn(m) inreases to in�nity, and so,J \Xm = Xm 2 I+. �Reall the asymptotial density zero ideal Z is de�ned byZ = �A � ! : limn!1 jA \ [0; n)jn = 0�and (by its de�nition) is an analyti P-ideal.Remark 3.16. The following ideals on ! are omparison game equivalent:(1) Z ,(2) nwd, and(3) ; �Fin.Proof: (1) ' (3) use Z is an analyti P-ideal whih is not F� .(2) v (3) use nwd is a Farah ideal.(3) v (2) Let fVn : n < !g be a sequene of pairwise disjoint open subsets ofQ and for eah n, let fqnk : k < !g be an enumeration of Vn. Let us play theG(; � Fin;nwd) game. In step n, if Player I has played In 2 ; � Fin, take afuntion f 2 !! suh that for all k;m, (k;m) 2 In implies m � f(k), and thenPlayer II must play Jn = fqks : s < f(k) ^ k < !g. Jn is a nowhere dense subsetof Q sine it intersets eah Vn in a �nite set, and if I = Sn In 2 ; � Fin thenJ = Sn Jn intersets eah Vn in a �nite set, and then, J 2 nwd; and if for some k,I \ (fkg � !) is in�nite, then J will ontain Vk, and then J 2 nwd+. �4. Final remarksReall that Fin�Fin is the ideal on !�! generated by the olumns fng�!and the sets f(n;m) : m < f(n)g, for f 2 !!. We �nally will show that theideal Fin � Fin belongs to a higher lass than ; � Fin. It is easy to see that; �Fin v Fin�Fin.Proposition 4.1. ; �Fin v Fin�Fin.Proof: Let fXn : n < !g be an in�nite partition of ! in in�nite piees. Given Iin ; �Fin, we de�ne an element JI of ; �Fin byJI = f(k; l) : (9n < !)(k 2 Xn ^ (n; l) 2 I)g:The winning strategy for Player II onsists in playing JIn as an answer to a set Inplayed by Player I in step n. If I = Sn In 2 ;�Fin then J = Sn JIn 2 Fin�Fin,and if for some k < !, I \ (fkg � !) is in�nite then J \ (flg � !) will be in�nitefor all l 2 Xk, and so J =2 Fin�Fin. �Theorem 4.2. Fin�Fin 6v ; �Fin.



Comparison game on Borel ideals 203Proof: We will desribe a winning strategy for Player I in G000(Fin � Fin).Without loss of generality, we an assume that Player II plays in suh a way thatfk(n) � fk�1(n) for all n. First, take an in�nite partition fXn : n < !g of ! inin�nite piees, and let fxnr : r < !g be an enumeration of Xn. Player I will playjust seletors of the family fXn � ! : n < !g. In step 0, Player I plays f(x0r ; 0) :r < !g. In step k, if fk = fk�1 (f�1 � 0) and Jk�1 = f(xnr ;mnr ) : r < !g thenJk+1 = f(xnr ;mnr + 1) : r < !g, and otherwise, if l = minfn : fk(n) > fk�1(n)gthen Jk+1 = f(xnr ;mnr + 1) : r � lg [ f(xnr+1;mnr ) : r > lg.If there is N suh that ffk(N) : k < !g inreases in�nitely often then Sn Jn 2 Isine all but �nitely many piees Xr are \turning to the right" in�nitely oftenand if ffk : k < !g is bounded by a funtion f then for eah r, there are kand N suh that Player I will be \�lling" the olumn fxkrg � (! n N), makingSn Jn =2 Fin�Fin. �Reall that a funtion f from I to J is a Tukey funtion if for eah A 2 J thereis B 2 I suh that I � B if f(I) � A. Tukey order is de�ned by I �T J if thereis a Tukey funtion from I to J; and let us denote by I �MT J when there is amonotone (with respet to inlusion) Tukey funtion from I to J. The order vre�nes the monotone Tukey order.Lemma 4.3. If I �MT J then I v J.Proof: Let f : I ! J be a monotone Tukey funtion. Then Player II only hasto answer f(In) for any In given by Player I. If Sn In 2 I then by monotoniity,Sn f(In) � f(Sn In) 2 J. If Sn In =2 I then by Tukeyness Sn f(In) =2 J. �Note that the Tukey and monotone Tukey orders are quite di�erent: Thereis a Tukey-maximal ideal among all ideals, whih is F� . On the other hand, byLemma 4.3 and Proposition 1.7, if I �MT J and I is F� then J is F�Æ� .5. Questions(1) Are there exatly two lasses of F�Æ non-F�-ideals?(2) How many lasses of F�Æ�-ideals are there?(3) Is every F�Æ-ideal weakly Farah? Is every weakly Farah a Farah ideal?Aknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous referee for arefulreading of the manusript and for refuting one of our onjetures.Referenes[1℄ Bartoszy�nski T., Judah H., Set Theory: On the Struture of the Real Line, A.K. Peters,Wellesley, Massahusetts, 1995.[2℄ Farah I., Analyti quotients: Theory of liftings for quotients over analyti ideals on inte-gers, Mem. Amer. Math. So. 148 (2000), no. 702.[3℄ Kehris A.S., Classial Desriptive Set Theory, Springer, New York, 1995.[4℄ Laamme C., Leary C.C., Filter games on ! and the dual ideal , Fund. Math. 173 (2002),159{173.
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